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We provide conditions on a finite measure ,u on R” which insure that the
imbeddings wk”(R”, c#) 4 Lp(R”, dp) are compact, where 1 <p < co and k is a
positive integer. The conditions involve uniform decay of the measure p for large 1x1
and are satisfied, for example, by dp = e-l”‘” dx, where (I > I.

1. INTR~OUCTION

For Gauss measure, dv = (27~)~~ eeX*” dx for x E R”, L. Gross showed
in [ 71 that the Sobolev space W’*2(iFi”, dv) is imbedded in the Orlicz space
L* In L(lR”, dv). This is significant in light of the fact that, for a finite
measure ,u with an unbounded support set r contained in R”, there is no
imbedding of the form wkTp(T, &) C, L4(Z’, u’p) if q is greater than p. The
imbedding WLT2(ll?“, Q) 4 L2 In L(li?“, &) has been shown to hold for finite
measures other than Gauss measure (see, e.g., [4, 5, 81). In each case, it is
necessary that the measure ~1 decay in some uniform sense like Gauss
measure. Stronger Sobolev-Orlicz space imbeddings have been exhibited for
measures which satisfy more restrictive decay conditions (see [ 1, 1I]).
There is hence a good indication that a relationship exists between decay
properties of a finite measure ,U on R” and the existence of Sobolev-Orlicz
space imbeddings of the form Wk3p(R”, Q) 4 L,(lR”, dp), where X is a
Young’s function As a first step in establishing such a relationship, this
article provides a link between decay properties of a measure P and
compactness of the imbeddings
wyw,

dp) c.

Lq?“,

dp),

(1)

where k is a positive integer and 1 <p < 00.
As an indication of the importance of determining compactness of these
imbeddings, suppose that X(t) is a Young’s function which increases essentially faster than tp. We will see in Section 2 that the imbedding
* The research for this article was conducted during the authors tenure in the Department
of Mathematics, Louisiana State University.
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P@‘(iFY, &) 4 L,(iR”, 9) does not exist unless the imbedding (1) is
compact.
In Theorem 3.1, the main result of this paper, we provide conditions on a
measure lu which imply compactness of the imbeddings (1). The conditions
are satisfied, for example, by measures which decay in a uniform senselike
e-lXlu for some a > 1. Theorem 3.2 gives conditions which are necessary in
order that the imbeddings (1) be compact. For example, if a measure decays
as slowly as e-aixJ dx for some a > 0, then the imbeddings (1) are not
compact.
The imbedding theory presented in this paper parallels a part of the
classical imbedding theory for domains Tc iR” equipped with Lebesgue
measure. In many cases, we have been able to make use of this classical
theory, and we frequently refer to the notable monograph on Sobolev spaces
by R. A. Adams [2].
Finally, in Section 4, we show how our compact imbedding theory can be
used to determine whether an elliptic differential operator on a finite measure
space has a complete orthogonal system of eigenfunctions.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

For r>O,
we let B,= {x E R” : Ix]< r)
and D,=m=
{x E iR” : 1x12 r}. We suppose that r is an unbounded domain in IR” such
that for all r > 0, l-n B, and rn D, satisfy the cone property and the
segment property (see, e.g., [2] for definitions of the cone and segment
properties).
Let do = p(x) dx be a positive finite measure on r such that p E Lm(T)
and p is locally bounded away from zero on i=, i.e., for any compact set
Kc r, p(x) > E, > 0 a-e. on K. It will be convenient to consider ,U as a
measure on all of IR” by defining p(U) = ,~u(Un r) for all Bore1 subsets U of
R”.
For any domain R c IR”, we denote by C;(D) the set of all infinitely
differentiable functions with compact support contained in Q, and by C?(a)
the set of all functions vxn, where w E Cr(lR”) and xn is the characteristic
function of the set R.
For a non-negative integer k and for 1 <p < CO, the Sobolev space
Wk*p(Q,&) is the set of all functions whose distributional derivatives of
order less than or equal to k are in Lp(G, &). F@*“(Q,&) is a Banach space
with respect to the norm
Ilull k,p,R

=

c
(IID”~ll;,d”p~
IalGk

whereII . Ilo,p,n= II ’ Ilp,Ris the usual Lp norm on Q with respect to P.
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Remark. The fact that p(x) is locally bounded away from zero on r
guarantees that all functions in Lp(T, &) are locally integrable, and hence
have distributional derivatives. If B n r satisfies the segment property, then
W”“(Q, &) can equivalently be defined as the closure of C,“(a) with respect
to the norm II . Ilk,p,a (this follows, for example, from Theorem 3.18 in [21).
We state now two compactnessresults which will be used in the following
section.
PROPOSITION

2.1. Suppose that K is a subset of L9(r, Q), 1 < q < co,

such that

(i) for each m E Z+, the set of restrictions offunctions
is a precompact subset of L9(r n B, , 6);
(ii)

in K to rn

B,

given E > 0, there exists m E Z + such that

i

rno

luJ’&<e
m

forall

uEK.

Then K is precompact in L9(r, dp).

The proof of this proposition is a simple modification of the proof of
Theorem 2.22 in [2].
PROPOSITION 2.2. For positive integer k and for
imbedding wk3p(I’, dp) G L’(T, dp) is compact.

1 <p < co, the

Proof: Since ,Dis a finite measure,the imbedding clearly exists. Let M be
a bounded subset of I@(T, dp). It suffkes to show that M is precompact in
L *(r, 6).
M satisfies condition (i) of Proposition 2.1 with q = 1 since, on the
bounded sets r n B, , dp is equivalent to Lebesguemeasuredx, and since for
bounded sets 0 satisfying the cone property, the imbedding wk*“(fl, dx) +
L’(Q, dx) is compact as a result of the Rellich-Kondrachov theorem (see,
e.g., Theorem 6.2 in [2]).
We show then that A4 satisfies condition (ii) of Proposition 2.1 with q = 1.
Let E > 0. There exists R < co such that ](u ]]p,r < R for all II E M since M is
bounded in wk*p(T, dp). Choosing m so that R@(D,))d@-‘) ( E, we have

for all u E M. Hence Proposition 2.1 is applicable and Proposition 2.2
follows.
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Next, we present two results concerning Orlicz space imbeddings. We
recall that, given a domain J2c R” and a Young’s function X(t), we can
define an Orlicz space
L,(Q, dP) = u(x) : 1 X(lu(x)l) &(x) < a *
0
I
I
L,(Q, &) is a Banach space with respect to the norm
I]24IIX,R= inf ]r > 0 : I, X (+)

d&x) Q 11 .

For example, if X(t) = tp for 1 <p < co, then L,(fl, c$) is simply LP(O, do).
Suppose that X(t) and Y(t) are Young’s functions. If there exist constants
R and t, such that X(t) < Y(Rt) for all t > I,, then we say that Y dominates
X at infinity. If in addition X dominates Y at infinity, then we say that X and
Y are equivalent at infinity. If Y dominates X at infinity but X and Y are not
equivalent at infinity, then we say that X increases essentially more slowly
than Y, or that Y increases essentially faster than X.
PROPOSITION
2.3. If X and Y are Young’s functions and Y dominates X
at infinitely, then the imbedding L&t, dp) C. Lx&?, dp) exists and is
continuous. If X and Y are equivalent at infinity, then the norms (1. (IX,o and
II * IIY,Rare equivalent.

The proof of this proposition is a routine calculation which depends on the
fact that ,u is a finite measure (see, e.g., Theorem 8.12 in [2]).
PROPOSITION
2.4. Suppose that X and Y are Young’s functions and X
increases essentially more slowly than Y. If for a positive integer k and for
1 ( p ( CO the imbedding wkqp(T, dp) r\ Ly(r, dp) is continuous, then the
imbedding wk”(r, dp) G L,(I’, dp) is compact.

The proof of this proposition can be obtained by making minor
modifications in the proofs of Theorems 8.22 and 8.23 in [2]. The result
depends upon the fact that ,D is a finite measure and on the fact that the
imbedding P@‘(r, dp) 4 L’(T, dp) is compact.

3.

COMPACT

IMBEDDING

THEOREMS

We begin by introducing a method for gauging the rate of decay of a
measurefor large ]x I. We assumethat r and ,u are as in the previous section.
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For R c H”, we denote by S(0) the set of Bore1sets contained in 0. For
U c R” and s > 0, we define T,(U) by

T,(U)=
IX+S+XEU,X+O
For r, s > 0, we define y(r, s) by
y(r, s>=

sW,KJ))
sup
Uu?(D,-,) NJ)
*

We now state our main result.
THEOREM 3.1.

(i)
(ii)

Suppose that

Jim,, y(r, 1) = 0;
lim,, (I; I@, $1ds) = 0.

Then for positive integer k and for 1 < p < CO,the imbedding wk*“(r, dp) C-P
Lp(T, dp) is compact.
ProojI

We first note that, given the definition of y(r, s),

(2)
for any measurable function U(X), and for 0 < t ,< r.
Consider a function u E C’(r) n La(r) n W”‘(T, dp). We have for
xE R” such that /xl> 1,
U X-6
(

1

=u(x)+/;$,

(x-E)

dt.

(3)

Also,
(4)
It

follows from (2) and (4) that
(5)
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and that

Letting 6(r) = max{y(r, I), (iy(r, s) ds}, it follows from (3), (5), and (6)
that

This inequality can clearly be extended to hold for all ZJE W’*‘(T, 4).
Next, consider u E W”“(r, dp), u real valued, where 1 < p < co. The firstorder distributional derivatives of (uIp are locally integrable and are given,
for j = l,..., n, by
(blPLj = P

blp-‘%,

=o
=-p

(zq-1u,,

if

U(X) > 0

if

u(x)=0

if

U(X) < 0

for almost all x E r. This computation requires an application of the chain
rule useing a characterization of distributional derivatives for absolute values
given, for example, in Section 7.4 of [6].
It follows, using Holders inequality, that

Ir ItIuIp>xjldpG P (jr14pd~)@-1n(jrl~x,lp~~)vp
G P II24lK,,,r
so that lulp E Wlql(T, dfi) with I((u(~~[,,,,~< K (I~ll;,~,~, K constant. Hence
by (7), we have
.D
I

luIp~~~(r)KIl~ll~,p,,.
r

(8)
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This inequality clearly holds for complex valued u E RJ”.~(T,&) if we adjust
the constant K.
Suppose now that A4 is a bounded set in W’yp(T, dp). We show that h4
satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 2.1 with q =p. Condition (i)
holds as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 since the Rellich-Kondrachov
theorem asserts that, for bounded domains R satisfying the cone property,
the imbedding W1vp(f2,dx) C-, LP(R, dx) is compact.
To verify condition (ii) of Proposition 2.1, let E > 0. There exists a positive
integer m such that 6(m) KR < 6 since lim,.,, 6(r) = 0, and where R is the
Wlqp bound for the set M. It then follows from (8) that for all u E M,

Hence M is precompact in Lp(T, dp) and the theorem follows for k = 1.
For an integer k > 1, the theorem follows since the imbedding
wkVp(r, dp) C, W’3p(I’, dp) is continuous and the imbedding WLvp(r, dp) +
Lp(T, dp) is kcompact. Hence the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.
Remark. Theorem 6.47 in [2] states that the imbeddings l@‘p(s2,dx) C.
Lp(l?, dx) are compact if Q is a domain in IR” whose Lebesgue measure

decays for large ]x( in a uniform senselike the ,Umeasure of r is required to
decay in Theorem 3.1. The idea for, and many of the details of our proof of
Theorem 3.1 were derived from the proof of Theorem 6.47 in [2].
EXAMPLE.
Suppose that r= IR” and that dg = CT-‘~‘“, where 01> 1.
Suppose that 0 < s < 1 < r < 03 and that U c D,-, , Then

e-lxl* e -‘WlXl”- dx
iu
< 2”- I e-as+s)“-‘p(u)*
< 2”-’

The second equality is a result of the change of variables x -+ x + s(x/]x]);
the first inequality follows from the fact that (1x1+ s)= > ]xl” + as (x(~-’ for
IxJ> r > s.
Hence y(r, s) < (const) e-as(r-s)“-’ and the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are
satisfied. Thus for dp = e-l”‘” dx where a > 1, the imbeddings
Wksp(R”, dp) 4 Lp(lR”, dp) are compact.

Our next theorem gives in some sensea lower bound on the rate of decay
which allows compactnessof the imbeddings wkqp-+ L’.
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that the imbedding pvp(I’, dp) C. Lp(T, dp) is
compact. Thenfor all E,S > 0, there exists R such that r > R implies .u(D,) <
&(x: r - &< lx/< r}.

ProoJ Suppose, to the contrary, that there exist E,6 > 0 and a sequence
of integers {r,} such that ,u(Drm)> &{x: r,,, - EQ 1x1< r}. We assume for
convenience that E < 1.
We choose spherically symmetric functions 9,Jx) E P(lRn) such that
9,,, z 1 on D,,, 9,,, = 0 on B,,-,, 0 < 9, < 1 on R”, and such that
sup sup 1Da9,1 GM<
lal<k

0~.

msZ+

We assumethat M> 1.
We define 9,,, = C,9,, where C, = ~/(u(D,,,))“~. Then

where the constant K depends only on k and M. Hence { 9,) is a bounded
sequencein wk”(r, dp).
If a subsequenceof (9,) is convergent, it can clearly only converge to
9 E 0. But this is not possible since

for all m. Hence the theorem follows by contradiction.
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose that the imbedding wk*p(T, Q) 4 Lp(T, &)
is compact. Thenfor all A > 0, lim,,, eAmp(D,) = 0.

Proof. Fix A and set S = e-‘*’ “, E = 1. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that
there exists R such that r > R implies P(D,+~) < &(D,). We assume for
convenience that R is an integer. For m E Z +, we have
eAcR
’ m)p(DR+,) < eARe”“’ 6”$(DR)
= eaRe-*p(DR) + 0

as m+c0.

The corollary follows.
Remark. Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 parallel Theorem 6.40 and
Corollary 6.41 in [2] which exhibit a relationship between compactness of
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imbeddings Wk”(J2, du) 4Lp(Q, &) and the decay of the Lebesgue
measure of R for large 1x1.
We give next an example of a measure which satisfies the necessary
conditions set forth in Theorem 3.2 but for which the imbeddings
wkVp4 Lp are not compact. This example should give some indication of
the importance of requiring uniform decay in the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1.
EXAMPLE.
We define CZ’~
= p(x) dx on R’ by setting p(x) = em” for
n <x ( n + 1, n E Z+, and p(x) = 2emX2
-p(-x)
for x < 0. There exist
functions (Pi E CF(n, n + 1) such that 9,(x) = 1 for x E [n - l/3, n + 2/3 1
and 0 ,< 9,,(x) < 1 for all x, and such that

sup sup sup
O<i<k

neZ+

xsfi

It is a simple calculation that {e”‘l”rp,(x)} is a bounded set in cyk*p(lR,&)
which has no subsequencesconvergent in L”(R, @). This example parallels
Example 6.44 in [2].
We end this section by introducing a notion of an outward derivative for a
measure ,u and indicating how such a derivative might be related to the
existence of Sobolev-Orlicz imbeddings wk,p(r, c&) c=-+L,(T, d,u), where X
is a Young’s function. We remark that if X(t) is a Young’s function which
increases essentially faster than tq for some q > p, then there can be no
imbedding wk”(r, &) ct L,(T, dp) if the support of the measure iu is
unbounded. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 5.30 in

PI*

We define our outward derivative, which we denote by ,u’, by setting
I,

= lim ~“(T’(u)) -l”(‘)
s-O+
s

Under fairly mild conditions on p, this derivative will be a measureon r. We
can develop a general theory for outward derivatives of measuressimilar to
the theory for directional derivatives of measuresgiven in [3].
Given a measure p whose outward derivative ,B’ is again a measure, it is
fairly easy to see that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1 will both be
satisfied if we require that

It is likely the case that there is a relationship between the rate at which c,,(r)
approaches -co and the best possible Sobolev-Orlicz imbedding
@*p(c &) - L,(K &).
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Upon examining properties of the outward derivatives of measuresstudied
in [4, 5, 7, and 81, one is led naturally to the following
Conjecture. Suppose that the outward derivative of a measure P exists
and that c,(r) < --r for all r sufficiently large. Then W’*‘(T, &) is imbedded
in L* In L(T, &).

4. AN APPLICATION IN ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Consider a domain r and a measure dp =p(x) dx as described in
Section 2. We say that an n x n matrix valued function U(X) = (aij(x)) is pstrongly elliptic on r if there exist positive constants 1 and A such that for
any n dimensional vector r,
i.j=l

for almost all x E r. We assume for convenience that A< 1 and A > 1.
For such a function a(x), the sesquilinear form
h(u,v)=jJu

(uVv)dx=

2
i.j=l

j

r

U,,<Uij

dX

with form domain W’,‘(T, dp) is closed and positive. Hence, it has
associated with it a positive self-adjoint operator A which is given by
Au=--iV

* (uVU)=-$

,$
lJ

(uijux,)xj*
’

If u(x) and p(x) are C’ on F, then the domain of A consists of those
functions in W’,‘(r, dp) which satisfy zero Neumann boundary conditions,
i.e., whose normal derivatives equal zero on the boundary of r (see [9] for a
more complete discussion). A is a positive unbounded self-adjoint operator
on 3 = L ‘(r, d,a).
For a bounded domain r, it is a classical result that A? has a complete
orthonormal system of eigenvectors {vi}2 i of A with corresponding eigenvalues {ri)zl such that ti+ co as i-+ co. For an unbounded domain r, we
have
4.1. Suppose that T, p, and A are as defined above. Then the
are equivalent.

THEOREM

following

(i) The imbedding W’-*(r, dp) 4 L’(I’, dp) is compact.
(ii) 2 has a complete orthonormal system of eigenvectors {vi}?,
with corresponding eigenvulues {ri}~,

such that 7i-) 00 US i+ 00.

of A
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Remark. Recall that for a bounded domain r,
W’,*(T, &) + L*(r, &) is compact.

the imbedding

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Theorem XIII.64 in [lo] asserts that condition
(ii) holds if and only if the following condition holds.
(i’) For all b > 0, the set of all v/ in the form domain of A such that
]]w]]~,~< 1 and ((A + I)I,v, w) < b is compact in Z,
where (., .) denotes the inner product on 27 But since h is the form
associated with A, the form domain of A is W’3z(T,&) and for all w in the
form domain, we have

((A+0~ w>=h(ww)+ (WY
u/>
It follows from (9) that (since & = p(x) dx)

Hence conditions (i) and (i’) are equivalent, and the theorem follows.
Remark. Suppose that we define the form h to have as its domain
WA*‘(r, &) instead of W’,*(r, &), where WA*‘(r, &) is the closure of C?(T)
in the norm ]] . ]]1,2,r. Then h will be closed and positive and will have an
associated operator, which we again denote by A, and which is given by the
same formula as before. But in this case, the domain of A is Wi*‘(r, &), the
closure of CF(ZJ in the norm ]] . ]]2,2,r. And condition (ii) will hold for A if
and only if the imbedding Wt*‘(r, &) ct L’(T, &) is compact.
EXAMPLE.
For either choice of form domain, if A generates a hypercontractive semigroup of operators (see, e.g., [8] for definition), then the
imbedding W’**(r, &) 4 L* In L(T, 4) is continuous so that the imbedding
W’**(r, &) 4 L*(r, &) is compact. Hence condition (ii) of Theorem 4.1
holds.
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